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Get rid of crafting guilt. 

We feel like we should be working. We should 

be parenting. We should be cleaning. We 

should be cooking. We should, in short, be 

doing something - anything - PRODUCTIVE. 

Sewing doesn’t often make that cut in our busy 

schedules. This feeling of guilt, this “bad mom, 

bad housekeeper, selfish artist” kind of feeling, 

can hold you back from living to your full creative 

potential.

Yet, the process of slowly making things is 

meditative and fulfilling – when you can get over 

that feeling that you should be making a grand 

dinner/doing the laundry/reading to the kids. 

Recognize that this feeling of guilt is a construct 

of our own minds, helped along by societal 

expectations that DOING is more valuable 

than BEING. The truth is, I am a better mother 

and a more fulfilled person when I prioritize my 

creativity. And so, I’ve started considering the 

following, in order to access the mindful, relaxed 

state that I seek when I craft:

1. Let go of the need to make progress on your 

to-make list, and enjoy making one project 

at a time. Don’t let your sewing hobby 

become another item on your too-long 

checklist. Shift the focus of your creative time 

to enjoying the process and getting into the 

flow of concentration instead of obsessing 

about finishing projects.

2. Fiber art is a productive and worthy form 

of artistic expression. Just because you are 

not writing in a journal or painting, it doesn’t 

mean that what you do is not an artistic 

practice. You should speak of it as such – to 

your children, to your extended family, and 

to your friends. You are an ARTIST.

3. Try to establish a regular creating routine, 

even if it’s very short. It can be helpful for 

your family to know what to expect from 

your artistic practice. Consider sitting down 

with your coffee and hand-sewing or yarn 

for a predictable 15 minutes each morning. 

Maybe a weekend morning sewing session?

D O  YO U  S O M E T I M E S 

F E E L  L I K E  S E W I N G  I S 

S E L F I S H ?
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Implement creativity days. 

I know a bit about perceived lack of time. I 

homeschool my three kids and don’t have any 

regular child care. I can’t carve out quiet time 

before the kids wake up, because they wake up 

too early for that. I can’t do creative work at night 

because I am too wiped out by then.

Having eliminated all of the normal suggestions 

given by people who don’t live with early-rising 

young children, I happened upon a workable 

solution for our family:

Set aside entire days  

for creativity.

On Creativity Days, I don’t make meals. 

(Popcorn, smoothies, and PBJ work just fine 

for a day.) I don’t run errands. I don’t pick up 

the house. I don’t do laundry. Essentially, I let 

everything else go so that I can focus on a 

project. I focus on that project right along with 

my kids.

Here are some tips for a successful 

Creativity Day:

1. Put it on the calendar! Schedule it in just 

like you would another commitment. Mine 

happen weekly on a weekday, but you 

could schedule it for a weekend if you 

work outside of the home. It doesn’t need 

to happen every week. Once a month is 

better than never. Think of what you could 

accomplish in 12 day-long sessions a year. 

More than you are now?

2. Make sure you have easy-to-prepare 

or no-prep meals on hand. AND NO 

CLEANING OR LAUNDRY! Keep it super 

simple. It might be a great time to order 

take-out for dinner.

3. Talk to your kids (and/or your partner) about 

your creative plans for the day. Encourage 

them to have their own plans, too, and ask 

how you can support them!

4. Plan ahead! Make sure you have art supplies 

and art projects in mind for the kids. 

D O N ’ T  F I N D  T I M E  - 

M A K E  T I M E .
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5. Turn off the screens, at least for you, for the 

ENTIRE day. THIS IS CRUCIAL! I do not 

open my email, check Instagram, or spend 

any time “researching” future projects on 

Creativity Days. These days are for action, 

for working with my hands. Screens are just 

a distraction.

6. That said, in our house, my kids can use the 

screen during the day for art: drawing along 

with Art for Kids Hub or doing other art 

classes online. We also love Creative Bug. 

At the end of Creativity Days, the kids watch 

a movie. (And I get some true uninterrupted 

time to get into my creative flow!)

7. Use audio books. When the kids are maxed 

out on art, they can listen to audio stories or 

audio books. Our favorite story subscription 

services are Sparkle Stories and Around the 

World Stories.

8. If you have a baby or toddler who is not yet 

into art projects or audio stories, this is a 

great time to bring out a bunch of sensory 

play bins. Set these activities aside for 

Creativity Day only so they are fresh and fun! 

My favorite book about sensory play is 150 

Screen Free Activities for Kids.

9. On these days, I stay up and get some more 

work done once the kids are in bed, again - 

not turning on a single screen. 

I’m able to get a surprising amount of work done 

on Creativity Days (actually, the majority of my 

non-writing creative work!) and I hope the idea 

is game-changer for you, too. If you try it out, let 

me know how it goes!
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